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t half year of 2011
January

February

March

On 5 January 2011, the company took delivery of the newbuilding
Devon (2011 – 157,642 dwt), the second of four Suezmax tankers
owned in joint venture 50%-50% with JM Maritime. The vessel immediately commenced trading on the spot market.

In February, no transactions of any significance for Euronav took place.

On 3 March 2011, the company delivered the Pacific Lagoon (1999 –
305,938 dwt) to its new owner. The capital gain of USD 22.1 million on
this sale has been recorded in the first quarter of 2011.

April

May

June

The time charter party of the Suezmax Fraternity (2011 – 157,714 dwt)
has been extended for 14 months as from 7 April 2011 in direct
continuation of the existing contract.

The time charter party of the Cap Philippe (2007 – 158,920 dwt) has
been extended for up to 40 months as from the third quarter of 2011.

Euronav signed a new USD 750 million forward start senior secured
credit facility with a syndicate of 14 banks. The facility will be available
as from March 15, 2012 for the purpose of refinancing all remaining
indebtedness under the USD 1.6 billion loan agreement dated April 13,
2005 and for Euronav’s general corporate and working capital purposes.
The company has agreed with Samsung Heavy Industries, South Korea,
that the deliveries of its newbuilding Suezmaxes Hull 1860, to be
named Maria (2011 – 159,000 dwt), and Hull 1893, to be named
Captain Michael C. (2012 – 159,000 dwt), the remaining two of the
four Suezmax tankers owned in 50%-50% joint venture with JM
Maritime, will be postponed. Similarly, the delivery of the fully owned
newbuilding VLCC, Hull 1894, initially intended for 2011 has been
postponed to 2012.
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Oil demand, production and bunker costs

In the first semester, the global economy continued to recover, with a
world economic growth of 3.9%. It was, however, marked by c ontinued
economic uncertainty over the financing of the debt of European
governments in Europe, political unrest in the Middle East, signs of
overheating in some fast growing emerging countries, and very weak
economic growth in the US. Ship financing markets also remained
pretty weak.

World oil demand is forecast to grow by 1.4 million barrels per day in
2011, following growth of 2.1 million barrels per day in the previous
year. Several factors continue to impact oil demand such as the Japanese
earthquake which affects global estimates. Additionally, US oil data
show much weaker oil consumption than anticipated. In 
contrast,
China’s economy continues to grow strongly resulting in increased oil
usage, offsetting to some degree the weaker growth in the US.

Japan continues to deal with the consequences of the earthquake of
11 March 2011, and is experiencing a more prolonged decline in consumption than might have been expected. Any recovery in the general
economy and oil consumption in particular could be expected only in
the second half of the year at the earliest.

Crude oil prices remained high for the first half of the year with Brent
oil averaging USD 111.16, up from USD 81.64 per barrel in the second
half of 2010. Bunkers (fuel oil for ships), followed the same trend as the
oil price, which encouraged many shipowners to introduce or maintain a super slow steaming policy aiming at reducing bunker costs and
improving the time charter equivalents (TCE).

Developing countries (including emerging markets) constitute about
48% of global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) on purchasing power
parity terms. China, with 13.6% of the world GDP, is by far the largest
emerging market followed by India, Russia and Brazil with 5.4%, 3%
and 2.9% respectively. The rapid expansion of emerging economies is
particularly relevant for commodity and energy exporting countries as
the main portion of incremental increase in demand for those products
stems from the growth of these developing economies. Currently in
many emerging and developing countries, economies are growing
above pre-crisis levels. Inflation, however, emerges as the main concern
in some of these countries.
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Tanker market

The first quarter of 2011 started with extremely low rates for a winter
season. Towards the middle of the first quarter however and despite
pretty high bunker prices, the tanker market strengthened both for the
Suezmaxes and the VLCCs. In February 2011, VLCC spot rates increased
by 29% and Suezmax by 16% compared to January 2011. However,
during the second quarter of 2011 spot freight rates for modern VLCCs
experienced a loss with an average daily earning estimated around USD
22,200 per day during the second quarter compared to USD 33,650 per
day during the first quarter. The Suezmax market seemed to perform
slightly better at least for the first half of the second quarter with daily
rates going up as high as USD 18,000 but the typical voyage earning around USD 12-15,000 with an additional USD 3-4,000 achievable with voyage fuel savings if voyages were completed partly at slow
steaming speed. However, when it was thought that the market could
no longer drop further, it did and rates oscillated between negative
earnings and a few thousand dollars per day.
The first semester of 2011 has in gross freight been static to weak with
bunker price volatility adding to the woes. Although world oil demand
has increased in 2011 so far, mainly due to China’s continuous growth
resulting in increased oil usage, the market is still affected by an oversupply of ships which is the root cause of the low rates.
The average time charter equivalent rates (TCE) obtained by the company’s owned VLCC fleet in the Tankers International (TI) pool was approximately USD 23,000 per day for the first semester of 2011 (first
semester 2010: USD 47,000 per day).

The average time charter equivalent earnings of the Euronav Suezmax
fleet chartered out on long term, was USD 29,800 per day for the first
semester of 2011 (first semester 2010: USD 31,600 per day).
The average time charter equivalent rates obtained by the Euronav
Suezmax spot fleet was USD 12,400 per day for the first semester of
2011 (first semester 2010: USD 27,350 per day).
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Orderbook
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Bulging orderbooks are still a worry for the industry but a surprisingly large number of delays and cancellations mitigated their
effect last year and will lessen their impact this year. The orderbook
for general crude tankers totals 357 vessels which is equivalent to
18.5% of the existing fleet. So far this year, 83 tanker newbuildings
have entered the fleet, including 60 Suezmaxes and VLCCs. Another
30 VLCCs and 16 Suezmaxes are scheduled for delivery, during the
second semester of 2011.
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Floating Storage and Offloading/Floating Storage Production
and Offloading (FSO/FPSO) market
planned or under study (as of July 2011)
Source: International Maritime Associates, Inc
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Euronav has established an offshore department to take advantage of
this development. The department has been set the goal of finding and
bidding on projects that are sufficiently shipping oriented to suit the
specific high quality vessels in the Euronav fleet that can be converted
and operated with the capabilities available within the company.

1
 96 Projects involving floating production or storage systems are

Brazil

FSOs provide offshore oilfield storage and offloading services and are
used in conjunction with fixed platforms or production floaters. FSOs
are also used as offshore storage and loading facilities for onshore
production fields and as storage or delivery terminals. As of the first
semester of 2011 there were 256 floating production systems globally.
A large number of projects are still in the planning stage as shown on
the graph below, which indicates that the level of future activity should
increase further, compared to 2010.
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The fleet

Euronav’s owned fleet currently consists of 39 vessels being 1 VPlus vessel, 2 FSO vessels (both owned in 50%-50% joint venture),
11 VLCCs (of which 2 in joint venture), 20 Suezmaxes (of which 2 in
joint venture), 4 Suezmax vessels under construction (of which 2 in
joint venture) and 1 VLCC newbuilding under construction.
The majority of Euronav’s Suezmax fleet, which has been expanded
by the delivery of the Devon (2011 – 157,642 dwt) in January this
year, is chartered out on long term. The remainder of the Suezmax
fleet is operated on the spot market by Euronav directly. The average age of the Euronav Suezmax fleet is approximately 6 years.

Euronav’s world class in-house ship management positions the
Euronav fleet at the top of the market for tanker assets and services.
Asset maintenance, enhanced customer service and risk management are all benefits following from this in-house management.
Charterers are more than ever seeking to do business exclusively
with superior quality operators whether through fixed rate, long
term business or on the spot market.

The majority of Euronav’s VLCC fleet is operated in the TI pool in
the freight market. The TI pool is one of the largest modern exclusively double hulled fleet worldwide and comprises 43 vessels. The
average age of Euronav’s VLCC fleet is currently just over 8 years.
At the time of preparing this report, Euronav’s weighed tonnage
profile including vessels on order and on charter is as follows:

VLCC and V-Plus owned
FSO owned
VLCC on order
Suezmax owned
Suezmax on order
VLCC on charter in
Total owned and controlled tonnage

3,524,395 dwt
441,774 dwt
318,000 dwt
2,949,721 dwt
477,000 dwt
762,105 dwt
8,472,995 dwt
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Condensed
consolidated interim
financial statements
The following are excerpts from the condensed consolidated interim financial statements of Euronav for the six months ended 30
June 2011. The condensed consolidated interim financial statements were authorised for issue by the board of directors on 31
August 2011. A full version of the condensed consolidated interim
financial statements prepared in accordance with IAS 34 and
including the auditors’ review report as well as the management
certification can be downloaded from www.euronav.com.

Een Nederlandstalige versie van de volledige tussentijdse geconsolideerde rekeningen is verkrijgbaar op de website van de vennootschap www.euronav.com zodra beschikbaar. Een papieren versie is
tevens verkrijgbaar op eenvoudig verzoek.

Statement of financial position (in thousands of USD)

30.06.2011

31.12.2010

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Financial assets
Deferred tax assets
Current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

2.269.340
2.268.293
351
368
328
223.409
2.492.749

2.337.131
2.336.037
447
354
293
307.083
2.644.214

EQUITY and LIABILITIES
Equity
Equity attributable to equity holders of the company
Non-controlling interest
Non-current liabilities
Loans and borrowings
Non-current other payables
Deferred tax liabilities
Employee benefits
Deferred government grants
Provisions
Current liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY and LIABILITIES

1.073.380
1.073.380
1.179.192
1.140.129
37.024
2.039
240.177
2.492.749

1.078.508
1.078.508
1.314.341
1.268.012
44.341
1.988
251.365
2.644.214

30.06.2011

30.06.2010

213.047
104.294
-83.546
20.748
-25.879
-5.131
-1
-5.132

306.614
175.514
-86.976
88.538
-38.754
49.784
-89
49.695

-5.132
50.000.000
-0,10
-0,10

49.695
50.000.000
0,99
0,99

Income statement (in thousands of USD)
Turnover
EBITDA
Depreciation and amortisation expenses
Result from operating activities
Financial result
Result before income tax
Income tax expense
Result for the period
Attributable to
Owners of the Company
Non-controlling interest
Weighted number of shares
Basic earnings per share (in USD)
Diluted earnings per share (in USD)
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Statement of comprehensive income (in thousands of USD)

30.06.2011

30.06.2010

-5.132
4
-5.128

49.695
-12.979
36.716

-5.128
-

36.716
-

30.06.2011

30.06.2010

Balance at the beginning of the period
Total comprehensive income for the period
Total contributions by and distributions to owners
Total changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries
Total transactions with owners
Balance at the end of the period

1.078.508
-5.128
1.073.380

1.071.629
36.716
1.108.345

Cash flow statement (in thousands of USD)

30.06.2011

30.06.2010

166.893
38.155
36.337
-139.911
1.280
102.754

185.479
68.914
-35.047
-7.847
-2.580
208.919

Result for the period
Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income for the period
Attributable to
Owners of the Company
Non-controlling interest

Statement of changes in equity (in thousands of USD)

Net cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Effect of changes in exchange rates
Net cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period
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The Euronav share

The share capital of Euronav amounts to USD 56,247,700.80 and is
currently represented by 51,750,000 shares of which 1,750,000 in
treasury.
According to the information available to Euronav at the time of preparing this report, the shareholders’ structure is as shown in the table:
Shareholder
Number of shares
Saverco NV
15,000,000
	Tanklog Holdings Limited
10,854,805
Victrix NV
5,330,121
	Euronav NV-Treasury shares
1,750,000
	Third parties
18,815,074
Total
51,750,000

Share price evolution (EURO) first semester 2011
14
13 14
12 13
11 12
10 11
10
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8 9
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8
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January
February
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Daily volume of traded shares first semester 2011
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36.36% 100000
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During the first semester of 2011 there have been no significant trans60000
actions that could have impacted on the company between related 40000
40000
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Convertible bonds
On 4 September 2009, the company issued 1,500 bonds for a total of
USD 150 million. If all bonds were to be converted in new shares at the
initial conversion price, 6.474.307 new shares would be issued. So far
no bonds have been converted. For more information on the matter
please consult: www.euronav.com

Risks and uncertainties
In consequence of the continuing threat of a worldwide recession,
and referring to the risk factors incorporated in the Annual Report
2010, management believes that the most important risks today
and in the short term are the constant pressure on the freight rates
and the increasing threat on the asset value of the vessels which, together, can have a negative impact on the results of the company.
The other principal risks and uncertainties to which the Group is
exposed for the remainder of the year are unchanged from those
identified in our Annual Report 2010. The principal risks and uncer
tainties, together with the Group’s strategy to manage them, are set
out in the section “Internal control and risk management systems”,
“Hedging Policy” and “Tonnage Tax Regime and Risks” of the Annual
Report 2010.
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